3 Nights Incentive Programme

Copenhagen & Malmö
Combine the Danish capital, Copenhagen, offering world class Nordic cuisine, über cool cycle-chic style, trendy boutiques and world class facilities with the charm of Malmö in Skåne (South of Sweden).
Day 1
Copenhagen & Malmö
Day 1

- **Unleash the Viking in you!**
  
  Upon arrival at Copenhagen Airport, guests go directly back in time to experience the Viking lifestyle. Decked out in Viking clothes, your group is joined by a storyteller who will enlighten them as to Viking history and legacy. Fully briefed, the group then experience typical Viking activities, culminating in a trip aboard a reconstructed Viking ship.

- **Evening**
  
  There is no better way to end Viking adventure than with a tasty Danish meal. Dinner is served upon disembarking from the ship.
Day 2
Copenhagen & Malmö
Day 2

- **Modern Copenhagen**
  The morning walking tour passes through the colourful canal district, museums and royal buildings, where guests see Copenhagen's most impressive districts and sights. Highlights include the Royal palace, a visit the Little Mermaid and a finishing lunch in one of the beautiful parks of Copenhagen.

- **Afternoon**
  The afternoon will be spent on water; guests have the chance to spice up the whole experience by combining their boat trip with a variety of manoeuvring techniques such as high speed racing.

- **Dinner à la Dane**
  Tivoli is one of the oldest amusement parks in the world and the park consequently exudes tradition and history. Guests are invited to wander through the amusements, shops and beautiful gardens at their leisure. Combine your experience with a lovely gala dinner in one of the parks different venues.
Day 3
Copenhagen & Malmö
Day 3

- **Crossing the Øresund Strait**

  Today’s scenic and informative day trip across the Øresund bridge takes guests to the South of Sweden. The bridge is a striking spectacle in itself and is the longest road-and-rail bridge in Europe. Guests are invited to spend the afternoon at leisure to discover the small city charm, famous architectural design and historic castles of Malmö.

- **Dinner - In between the countries**

  Have you ever dined in one country while looking at another? This evening, you can choose between a Danish feast overlooking Sweden or enjoying succulent Swedish cuisine on the banks of the water connecting the two countries.
Day 4
Copenhagen & Malmö
Day 4

- Farewell
  Airport transfers.
Thank you!
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